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Linssen Boating Holidays
Where you can charter your luxury motor yacht.

luxury steel motor yachts from 9 - 16 meters

Visit one of our stunning Linssen Boating Holidays destinations and enjoy your luxuriously equipped Linssen yacht to best advantage.

You can charter a luxury Linssen motoryacht in many European countries: The Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, United Kingdom, France, Finland and Switzerland. Each destination has its own charm and unique qualities. It’s up to you to decide where you want to spend your holiday on the water.

Relax on the water and spend your boating holiday on the Linssen yacht that’s designed with you and your travelling companions in mind.

Our yachts Explore the LBH motoryachts
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Netherlands	

Charter a Linssen canal boat in the Netherlands. Your can rent a motor yacht from LBH in different locations: Friesland, Zeeland and North Holland.

Charter locations
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Germany	

Charter a Linssen motor yacht on the Müritz and Berlin's waterways or in the south on the Saar and Moselle!

Charter locations
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Belgium	

Cruise the rustic waterways of Belgium aboard your Linssen canal boat. Nowhere do the waterways connect so many historic and interesting towns as in Belgium and northern France

Charter locations
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Switzerland	

The land of three lakes: Neuchâtel, Bienne and Morat: The largest continuous area of lakes and rivers in Switzerland invites you to explore this unspoilt, wonderful landscape.

Charter locations
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Finland	

Discover 'land of a thousand lakes Finland on Lake Saimaa from your Linssen yacht.

Charter locations
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United Kingdom	

For Linssen boaters, the historic town of Henley-on-Thames is located at an ideal distance from the main tourist attractions of Oxford and Windsor.

Charter locations
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Czech Republic	

Prague is one of the most beautiful cities in Europe and can now be explored from the water with our exclusive Boating Holiday on a luxury Linssen yacht. 

Charter locations











Follow us on your favourite
social media channel
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